Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to develop a convergence theory for multigrid methods applied to nearly singular linear elliptic partial differential equations of the type produced from a positive definite system by a shift with the identity. One of the important aspects of this theory is that it allows such shifts to vary anywhere in the multigrid scheme, enabling its application to a wider class of eigenproblem solvers. The theory is first applied to a method for computing eigenvalues and eigenvectors that consists of multigrid iterations with zero right-hand side and updating the shift from the Rayleigh quotient before every cycle. It is then applied to the Rayleigh quotient multigrid (RQMG) method, which is a more direct multigrid procedure for solving eigenproblems. Local convergence of the multigrid V-cycle and global convergence for a full multigrid version of both methods is obtained.
Introduction.
In this paper, we consider the solution of the generalized eigenvalue problem based in an abstract finite-dimensional Hilbert space V with inner product (·, ·): find λ ∈ R and 0 = u ∈ V such that Au = λBu. Here for simplicity A and B are assumed to be linear continuous symmetric positive definite operators defined on V .
We will consider two multigrid approaches for finding the smallest eigenvalue for (1.1) based on a sequence of subspaces. One uses multigrid as an inner loop solver for an outer loop inverse iteration type process, which has been studied by many authors (cf. the early work in [1] and [7] ). The other is the Rayleigh quotient multigrid (RQMG) method [5, 8] , which is a more direct approach based on minimizing the Rayleigh quotient at each stage of the multigrid processing. To our knowledge, this is the first theory for methods like RQMG where the shifts are allowed to vary within multigrid cycles and be close to eigenvalues. Filling this gap is the main purpose of this paper.
We will analyze convergence of these two multigrid methods by developing and applying a general convergence theory for singular or nearly singular linear problems: given f ∈ V and a scalar µ ∈ R, find 0 = u ∈ V such that
Here we restrict ourselves to theoretical analyses because of the numerical results available in [5] for RQMG, the principal target of this paper.
Previous convergence results for multigrid algorithms applied to (1.2) were obtained by Bank [1] . In order to establish norm estimates for the rate of convergence, the shift µ was assumed to be bounded away from the smallest eigenvalue of (1.1) in [1] . In contrast, our analysis uses an error decomposition into the eigenspace associated with the smallest eigenvalue of (1.1) and its orthogonal complement. We will not attempt to solve (1.2) in the usual sense; instead, our aim is to preserve the approximate magnitude of the components in the eigenspace of the smallest eigenvalue of (1.1) while attenuating error components in its orthogonal complement. In our analysis, the shift µ will be allowed to vary in a small neighborhood of the smallest eigenvalue of (1.1).
The outline of the remainder of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we formulate the problems, establish notation, and define a multigrid algorithm for the nearly singular problem. In section 3, we develop a convergence theory for this multigrid algorithm. The theory is first applied in section 4 to a method for computing eigenvalues and eigenvectors that uses multigrid as an inner loop solver for an outer loop inverse iteration type process. It is then applied in section 5 to RQMG. The final section develops global convergence results for full multigrid V-cycle versions of both methods. If (2.1) corresponds to the eigenvalue problem for a self-adjoint elliptic partial differential operator, it will typically admit an infinite set of nondecreasing eigenvalues. Without loss of such generality, let the (possibly multiple) eigenvalues of (2.1) satisfy
Preliminaries. Let
In particular, we note that λ 1 is the minimum of the Rayleigh quotient over V :
where the Rayleigh quotient is defined by
We will consider multigrid methods for finding the smallest eigenvalue for (2.1), based on a sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces. To this end, let
be a nested family of finite-dimensional subspaces of V . Let (·, ·) k be a given inner product on V k , · k its induced norm, and h k = 2 −k h 0 the mesh parameter associated with V k , h 0 > 0. Then the corresponding finite-dimensional problem (2.1) on V k is as follows: find λ k ∈ R and 0 = u
Let the (possibly multiple) eigenvalues of (2.5) satisfy
Note that λ k 1 is the minimum of the Rayleigh quotient over V k :
In order to analyze convergence of the multigrid algorithm for the eigenvalue problem (2.5), we will first study the behavior of multigrid applied to the following singular or nearly singular problem: given a source term f l in the dual space (V l ) and a scalar λ ∈ R, find 0 = u l ∈ V l such that
The shift λ is assumed to satisfy
By this we mean that
for some constant C independent of h 0 and l. This condition, which allows for shifts that are arbitrarily close to λ l 1 , can be guaranteed for the eigenproblem solvers we consider, as we show in the last section. However, since λ = λ l 1 is allowed, problem (2.7) may not have a solution. This is acceptable because our real interest is eigenproblems: we will attempt to solve (2.7) not in the strict sense, but only in that the approximation is correct up to the eigencomponents belonging to λ For any u, v ∈ V , define the bilinear forms c λ (·, ·) and c(·,
We will use this form to define the smoothing step in the multigrid algorithm defined below. Define
for all u and v in V k . Note that
In practice, the operator Q k will be constructed to "approximately invert" C k λ in some weak sense. The basic idea is that we want Q k to satisfy the condition that it is an adequate approximate inverse of C k λ on oscillatory vectors in V k . We will be precise about this condition in section 3.3.
Denote the eigenspace associated with λ
and its a-orthogonal complement by
Consider the following multigrid algorithm for "solving" (2.7); more precisely, this algorithm attempts to reduce the error in V l 2 only while keeping the V l 1 approximation component essentially unchanged. Note that the multigrid algorithm as it is posed here is based on a direct solver for the coarsest grid problem (l = 0). Later we will allow for approximate solvers. 
MG/ALGORITHM. Let an initial approximation
We have introduced this abstract form of the multigrid algorithm for two basic reasons. First, we want a general scheme that controls the potential instabilities found in many approaches to nearly singular equations, namely, those caused by shifts that get too close to coarse grid eigenvalues. Our coarsest grid solver in (2.10) and the smoothers we allow in section 3.3 prevent such difficulties. Second, this abstract algorithm applies naturally to RQMG, as we show in section 5.
3. Convergence of a multigrid method for nearly singular linear equations. In this section, we will analyze convergence of multigrid for the nearly singular linear problem (2.7). Our analysis uses an error decomposition introduced in section 3.2, which is based on an interpretation of solution and error that takes into account the objective of using (2.7) to solve the eigenvalue problem (2.5) with k = l. We have therefore not attempted to solve (2.7) in the usual sense; instead, our aim is to preserve the approximate magnitude of the components in the eigenspace associated with λ l 1 while attenuating error components in its a-orthogonal complement. Based on this error decomposition, we establish a smoothing property of relaxation in section 3.3 and a reduced approximation property of the discretization in section 3.4 which are combined in section 3.5. A V-cycle estimate will be developed in section 3.7 that follows from the recursive estimates developed in section 3.6. Again, the reader is strongly advised to keep in mind that the shift λ is floating in the sense that it is allowed to vary anywhere in the multigrid process, provided it remains within the bounds expressed by (2.8).
Preliminaries and assumptions. Fix
In this paper, C > 0 will denote a generic constant that does not depend on the number of levels l or any of the mesh sizes h k .
Assumption 3.1. The norms || · || and || · || k are uniformly equivalent on all
Assumption 3.2. Assume that the following approximation properties hold:
Under the usual full regularity assumptions and subspace properties, standard finite element theory (cf. [9] ) concludes that for any 0 = u ∈ V that minimizes RQ(u) over V there exists v ∈ V l such that
(Note that C here depends on λ 1 .) Property (3.4) then follows using the triangle inequality and this estimate with l = k and l = k − 1. An analogous argument based on a corresponding estimate can be used to establish (3.5). The eigenvalue estimate in our first lemma below also follows from standard finite element theory, but we include its proof here to show that the estimate is actually a consequence of our general assumptions.
LEMMA 3.1 (eigenvalue approximation property).
To prove the right inequality, note for
Hence,
The lemma then follows from Assumption 3.2 and the fact that λ
is bounded by a constant independent of h k . Remark 3.3. A similar argument shows that
and for all sufficiently small h 0 that
Proof. It suffices to prove (3.8) since (3.7) may be proved in a similar way. The left inequality follows immediately from the fact that the bilinear form b(·, ·) is nonnegative. To prove the right inequality, note that since
Standard "mini-max" arguments (cf. [9] ) show that
, from which follows
The proof is concluded using (2.8).
We may thus define new norms on the spaces V k 2 (k = 0, 1, · · · , l), which are uniformly equivalent to the norm ||| · |||, by
Error decomposition.
The following concept of error decomposition will be the basis of our analysis. Because we consider algorithms for the nearly singular problem (2.7) with the ultimate objective of solving (2.5) with k = l, the usual concepts of solution and error are not really relevant here. Indeed, we will not attempt to solve the problem per se but only to attenuate "error components" in the subspace V l 2 while preserving the approximate magnitude of the components in V l 1 . The purpose of this section is to make this precise. The main point to note here is that we cannot measure error in the usual direct sense because λ and hence what we even mean by the "solution" are floating: the error component in V l 1 is more or less well defined because λ << λ l 2 , so we will use a direct error norm to measure it. The error component in V l 1 is elusive, however, so instead of a direct measure we will use a residual norm that is easier to pinpoint and bound. 
Proof. It follows from the definition of the subspace V 
The proof is completed by noting that U is orthogonal to V k 1 with respect to the bilinear form c λ (·, ·).
Let u be an approximation to the solution of the following problem: find
We then define the residual r as the functional on V k given by
Suppose that we are given a decomposition
where
We define the size of the error to be the pair
where r 1 is defined as the functional norm
Remark 3.5. Note that the decomposition (3.12), and therefore the definition of the size of the error, is not unique. We allow this freedom to accommodate a general theory but will specify the decomposition later to suit our purposes.
Smoothing properties of relaxation.
Recall that the smoothing step in the linear multigrid algorithm is defined as the replacement of the current approxi-
with the correction w ∈ V k defined using q k as a preconditioner:
where r is the residual functional defined in (3.11). Also recall that
is the operator induced by the form q k . Below we use (Q k ) T to denote its adjoint in (·, ·). Here we assume that r is decomposed according to (3.14) for some given decomposition of f according to (3.12) . To analyze the smoother, we will need two additional assumptions. 
Remark 3.6. Let ρ(·) denote spectral radius; then (3.19)-(3.22) are equivalent to the respective inequalities
In view of Assumption 3.1, we also have the equivalent respective assumptions (3.24) which are naturally satisfied by a wide class of discrete elliptic problems.
Assumption 3.4 (smoother). Assume that w ∈ V k is defined uniquely by (3.
Remark 3.7. Property (3.25) is equivalent to the inequality
for some appropriate constant η > 0. (Self-adjoint operators E and F are said to satisfy the relation E ≥ F if E − F is nonnegative definite.) Then (3.26) and (3.27) are easily verified for this choice of Q k . This shows that Assumption 3.4 is natural for Gauss-Seidel relaxation applied to linear equations that satisfy (3.28), which is easily verified for Poisson's equation on a uniform grid, for example. For further discussion, see [6] . Note also that the choice Q k = 1 ω D k satisfies (3.26) and (3.27) under these assumptions provided ω < 1, which corresponds to damped Jacobi relaxation.
LEMMA 3.4 (properties of the smoother). (i) Define z ∈ V k as the solution of the problem
k as the solution of the problem
and, for sufficiently small h 0 , 
which is just (3.32).
To prove (3.33), note that
First note that by (3.26) we have 
On the other hand, by (3.32) and (3.7) we have
We can thus conclude from the two inequalities above that
which with (2.8) gives (3.33) for all sufficiently small h 0 .
Properties of coarse grid correction. Define the projection operator
Further, define the projection onto the c-orthogonal
and, consequently,
Proof. This bound follows immediately from (3.7) and (3.38). LEMMA 3.6 (eigenvector approximation properties).
, guaranteed by (3.4) to satisfy
which establishes (3.40). A similar argument proves (3.41).
LEMMA 3.7 (eigenvector approximation property).
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of (3.40), (3.39), and (3.7).
The following standard approximation assumption follows from H 2 -elliptic regularity of the bilinear form a(·, ·). See, for example, [6] .
Assumption 3.5 (standard approximation property). There exists a constant δ > 0 such that for any v ∈ V k , there exists w ∈ V k−1 satisfying
THEOREM 3.1 (reduced approximation property). There exists a constant δ > 0 such that for sufficiently small h 0 ,
According to the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, Assumption 3.1, (3.20), and (3.8), we have
which together with (3.21), (3.20) , and (3.8) implies that
be the a-orthogonal projection operator. Then, by Assumption 3.5 and (3.43), there exists a constant δ > 0 such that
where we used (3.43). Now from this, (3.7), (3.44), and (3.23) we have
This completes the proof.
Combined smoothing and approximation properties. LEMMA 3.8 (reduced approximation property). Let w ∈ V k be the solution of the problem
Then for sufficiently small h 0 ,
where σ is given in (3.26) and δ is given in (3.42).
Proof. Let z and y be the solutions of the problems (3.29) and (3.31), respectively, so that w = z + y. The triangle inequality and (3.7) then imply that
The proof of the lemma now follows from (3.33), (3.30), Theorem 3.1, and (3.37) .
Before we estimate the error in the multigrid algorithm, we need to estimate the error quantities just before the coarse grid correction. To this end, recall in the correction step of MG/ that the functional
and u
A given decomposition of f k according to (3.12) yields a decomposition of r k, 0 according to (3.14)-(3.16):
and U k 2 is the solution of the problem (3.9). For any
We are therefore led to choose
This provides a legitimate coarse grid decomposition according to (3.12) because the functional f
be the solution of the problem
has a corresponding decomposition according to (3.14)-(3.16): , i = 1, 2. Bound (3.49) follows from using (3.47), (3.46), the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (3.38), (3.21), (3.20) , and (3.7), to conclude that
LEMMA 3.9 (initial coarse grid error estimates). The initial coarse grid error satisfies
By (3.46) and (3.47), we have
2 , then (3.50) follows from (3.21), (3.20), (3.7), and (3.38). To prove (3.51), let v ∈ V k−1 and u ∈ V k 1 be arbitrary. Then from (3.45), the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (3.21), and (3.7), we have
Choosing u ∈ V k 1 according to (3.5) with P k−1 1 v in place of v, it follows from (3.8) that
The above two inequalities imply (3.51). 
Proof. From (3.53), (3.49), (3.51), and (3.38) we have
it then follows from (3.48) and (3.41) that
Now (3.13), (3.7), and (3.49) (noting that λ − λ 1 ≤ C) imply that
which together with (3.40) gives
Hence by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (3.21), and (3.20) we get
From this, (3.38), and (3.50) we get
We can similarly conclude that
To estimate the size of e 
|||.
It thus follows from (3.64), (3.67), (3.61), (3.63), (3.65), (3.59), and (3.60) that
which completes the proof. Assume for simplicity that MG/ uses an exact coarsest grid solver.
